
	
Service team: 2 Malaysian Technicians 
Appointment date/time: 15 July 2016 / Afternoon / Punctual 
Location: Sengkang Area 
System: 1 set of Daikin System-2 wall-mounted unit 
Duration: 60 mins 
Type of service: Routine service 
 
- Plastic sheets were used for floor and surrounding protection 
- Air filters were washed and cleaned 
- Evaporator coils were brushed and vacuumed 
- Blower wheels were brushed thoroughly 
- Condensate tray was cleaned 
- Condensate pipes were vacuumed 
- FCU casings and general areas were wiped 
- Visual checks were carried out 
 
 
 

Our views: 
A day before the appointment date, an SMS reminder was sent to the homeowner. The 
team who turned up was clean and tidy, and was punctual for their appointment. 
 
The FCUs surroundings were carefully surveyed, and plastic sheets were used to 
protect the necessary areas. Prior to service, the units were turned on to feel for off-coil 
temperature and airflow, but without the use of a thermometer and airflow meter. Usage 
of such precision tools would have presented a more accurate set of data readings. 
Honest feedback was given, the units did not need any chemical cleaning as the airflow 
was good enough, and cooling was optimal. 
 
The blower wheels were very well brushed, but without removing the blowers for 
cleaning, the dirt trapped within the wheel can hardly be removed. The FCU printed 
circuit boards were also not checked and dusted. 
 
The biggest disappointment was perhaps on the outdoor condenser unit. Firstly, 
cleaning it comes with additional charges. Secondly, with the obvious sight of a very 
dirty condenser coil, the team did not propose to vacuum clean it, at the least. Instead, 
they suggested waiting for the wet weather to get it washed.  
 
Finally, the team did a final off-coil temperature and airflow check before they signed off. 
A simple report of check and service was given, no additional charges, and no technical 
readings presented. 
 
Overall, the technicians were friendly, willing to share their experience and technically 
competent.  
 
We give them: 
Service: 3/5 stars 
Price: 3/5 coins 	


